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The controversial math concept of imaginary numbers is even used by some professionals in electrical fields,
such as electrical engineers who study the effect of earthquakes on building electrical systems. In this blog, we
list three ways that electricians use math during an average workday and which specific mathematical
discipline each method falls under. Measurement Perhaps the simplest and most common use of math on an
electrical worksite is measurement. Wiring must connect seamlessly and in the appropriate places in a finished
structure. Electricians may need to measure room dimensions, wiring lengths, and other variables to determine
the best placement for specific components. To use these measurements, electricians may employ fundamental
arithmetic methods like addition and subtraction as well as simple algebraic linear functions. All electrical
projects begin with this mathematical process. Mathematical accuracy ensures safety and regulation
compliance. Electricians must confidently use math to guide their work and comply with all industry
regulations. Algebra may be used throughout the electrical installation or repair process. Piping Configuration
Once initial measurements have been taken on a jobsite, electricians may need to use more complex math to
determine the correct angle of pipes and circuits. To determine the correct component angles, an electrician
may use geometry or trigonometry principles. These pipes house wires and other electrical components to
reduce the risk of stray electrical charges. For example, piping may be used to protect electrical wires from
exposure to water in the bathrooms on a residential property. Geometry principles may also be used to ensure
correct wire configuration if the wires need to be parallel to each other or to sit at a specific angle in relation to
each other. Geometry is also used whenever electricians draw up blueprints or building plans. Creating scale
representations of any structure requires the understanding of geometry principles and applications. These
plans may need to be used by an entire electrical team as well as other contractors, so accuracy is essential.
Power and Voltage Calculation One of the most important forms of calculation that electricians perform is to
determine the force of an electrical current. Sometimes this current is expressed as power, voltage, amperage,
or wattage, depending on the electrical application. These electrical current variables determine which size of
wire is needed in the project, how large the electrical box must be, and so on. Many of these calculations must
be performed before even the most basic electrical work can begin. Understanding the true electrical current
ensures that electricians can deliver reliable power without creating fire hazards. For example, as mentioned at
the beginning of this section, current determines appropriate wire gauge. The larger around a wire is, the more
electrical current it can conduct. However, high-gauge wire is more expensive. An electrician therefore
determines the smallest wire gauge that can be safely used in a specific place using current calculations. Work
with an experienced teacher as part of an interactive and engaging educational environment. The right
program can provide you with the knowledge you need to keep yourself, your coworkers, and your clients safe
on any jobsite. Our curriculum includes 10 modules to set you up for a successful career as an electrician,
including an early module on technical math and how to use it correctly. Sign up for our newsletters.
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On Saturday, 50 people visit the art gallery. What is the mean price of a piece of art sold this Saturday? Dario
sells floor coverings. His customer compares carpeting to tiles for the floor in her family room. Which floor
covering will cost more? Use a diagram to support your explanation. A ranch owner has 6, steers. He gives
one third of them to his son. He sells â€”34 of the rest to another rancher. How many does he have left? First,
you read each clue. Then, you figure out the answer and write it in the related spaces. Materials Game board
on the next page , pencils Directions 1. Players can play alone or against each other. When a player plays
alone, he or she can play against the clock. When two players play, one can answer the odd-numbered clues,
and the other can answer the even-numbered clues. In another way to play, one player can answer the Across
clues, and the other can answer the Down clues. When two players play, they alternate turns. In turn, each
player reads a clue and writes the answer in the related spaces. You may have to put a zero in front of the
answer to make it fit the space. When a player disagrees with a number that is already written in a particular
space, both players check their answers. The player with the incorrect answer erases his or her answer. The
winner is the first player to complete the Cross Numbers puzzle with correct answers. You play Cross
Numbers with a friend. You complete 6 of the 7 Down clues. Your friend completes 6 of the 8 Across clues.
Who has completed the larger percent of their clues? You and a friend roll a number cube to see who will go
first in Cross Numbers. What is the probability that both of you will roll a 5? What does the furniture cost?
What is the mean rental cost per day? You and a friend share the rent on storage space equally. What percent
do you each pay? What is the mean time per mower? What does the computer cost you? What is the cost of
labor? What is your commission? You cut 4-inch squares out of 1 yard of inch wide fabric. How many squares
can you cut? You plant a strip of flowers all around the 3-meter-bymeter toolshed, except in front of the
1-meter-wide door. How long is the whole strip? What is the percent markup? You build birdhouses with
8-inch by 6-inch bases. How many bases can you cut from a 2-foot square piece of wood? How much do you
get? How many weekend hours earn you as much as 21 weekday hours? In how many weeks can you buy it
outright? You have used mental math and estimation, practiced basic operations, solved equations, used
statistics and probability, and used measurements on figures of different shapes with both standard and metric
measurements. These two pages give you a chance to review the mathematics you used and check your skills.
Maria chooses tiles for the floor of her 4-meter by 3-meter bathroom. The tiles are â€”12 -meter squares. How
many tiles does she need? Label the dimensions and number of tiles along each side. If you need to review,
return to lesson 1 page After school, students run a carpentry shop. The average job takes 2 students each
working 6 hours. Sometimes they work on Saturdays. How much more per hour is the rate on Saturdays?
Georgeanna wants to buy a copier for the office. She can pay for it all at once, or she can make monthly
payments. She makes monthly payments. Which way of paying costs more? If you need to review, return to
lesson 3 page Pyn rents a heavy-duty sewing machine to sew sails. How many days of rent would make it
worth his while to buy one? Brett sells farm equipment. What is his total salary, including commission? Write
an expression and find the answer. Write a similar problem using a situation and related facts from your own
life. With a partner, share and solve these problems together. Discuss the mathematics and compare the steps
you used. If you need to, rewrite or correct the problems. Write your edited problem and the answer here. You
can help paint or repair buildings around town. You can deliver meals or visit people in the hospital. You can
take part in town clean-up events. You can lend a hand with a latchkey program or at an animal shelter. As
you participate, you will often use math. The math skills you use include mental math and estimation, basic
operations and equations, ratios and proportions, statistics and probability, and various measurements standard
and metric. These steps can help you answer questions such as these: You prepare to seed the retirement home
lawn. The lawn is 50 feet by 30 feet. One pound of seed covers square feet if all seeds sprout. How many
one-pound bags of seed do you buy? Four out of five times, the children want to play games. What is the
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theoretical probability that today the children ask for a book? In the past, one out of six people volunteer to
help with the beach cleanup projects. You want at least 50 people to help with the next project. How many
people do you need to ask? How many animals are there at the shelter? What You Can Learn from This Unit
When you complete this unit, you will have used mathematics to work problems related to community service.
These problems are similar to those that may actually occur in your daily life.
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Exercise, Health, and Fitness How can a little knowledge of math help with exercise, health and fitness? Well,
there are plenty of places in this category for numbers to go. There are also several equations that you can use
to calculate your body fat percentage on any given day. Obviously math can play a significant role in how
someone progresses towards their weight loss goals. If you have ever lifted weights, you have most likely used
some math to determine how much weight you are lifting. Imagine how difficult the task of loading a barbell
with weight would be if you could not add or multiply numbers. Most avid weight lifters like to keep records
of all of their important numbers with regards to pumping iron. Most will be able to tell you what their one rep
max is, as well has how much they can lift for a variety of sets and repetitions. Outdoor Landscaping Math is
also a great tool that can be used to help with landscaping projects. There are a variety of scenarios where this
is the case, however, I will focus on one example in this article. You plan on purchasing a bagged soil mix
from the home center. Each bag can fill a volume of 0. How much dirt do you need to fill this planter box and
how much is it going to cost? The maximum payload for a Honda Civic is lbs. Considering your own weight
assume lbs for this example how many bags of soil mix can you carry in the car and how many trips to the
home center will you need to make. There are several steps needed in order to solve this problem and answer
the questions. First, calculate the volume of the dirt needed to fill the planter box: The amount of compaction
will depend on the soil type and is beyond the scope of this article. Now that you know the number of bags
needed, compute the total weight of the soil needed to fill the planter box: How can you ensure that the pool
will reach the optimum level at a time when you are available to turn the water off? Using some math we can
predict when the pool will be finished filling. We could also use math to set the fill rate such that it finishes
filling at a specified time. Here are some example problems: Your brand new below ground pool holds 11,
gallons and you want to know how long it will take to fill up. To figure this out, you need to measure the flow
rate of your nearby hose. First, grab a 5 gallon bucket, a 1 gallon jug, and a stopwatch or your phone. Use the
1 gallon jug to fill the bucket in 1 gallon increments, marking the inside at each 1 gallon interval. Do this 2 or
3 times and then compute the average of the measures. Now you can compute the flowrate: Source What about
Algebra? One thing that I often hear from the youngsters is that they think that Algebra is useless. Fortuneatly,
this is incorrect. Not only does knowing Algebra help with your critical thinking skills, you can actually use it
in everyday life as well. My car was low on coolant so I decided that I needed to fill up the reservoir with
some more. The equations are shown below:
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Examples in History, Mathematics, and Science The preceding chapter explored implications of research on
learning for general issues relevant to the design of effective learning environments. We now move to a more
detailed exploration of teaching and learning in three disciplines: We chose these three areas in order to focus
on the similarities and differences of disciplines that use different methods of inquiry and analysis. A major
goal of our discussion is to explore the knowledge required to teach effectively in a diversity of disciplines.
We noted in Chapter 2 that expertise in particular areas involves more than a set of general problem-solving
skills; it also requires well-organized knowledge of concepts and inquiry procedures. Different disciplines are
organized differently and have different approaches to inquiry. For example, the evidence needed to support a
set of historical claims is different from the evidence needed to prove a mathematical conjecture, and both of
these differ from the evidence needed to test a scientific theory. Discussion in Chapter 2 also differentiated
between expertise in a discipline and the ability to help others learn about that discipline. Pedagogical content
knowledge is different from knowledge of general teaching methods. In short, their knowledge of the
discipline and their knowledge of pedagogy interact. But knowledge of the discipline structure does not in
itself guide the teacher. For example, expert teachers are sensitive to those aspects of the discipline that are
especially hard or easy for new students to master. Page Share Cite Suggested Citation: Examples in History,
Mathematics, and Science. Brain, Mind, Experience, and School: The National Academies Press. These
conceptual barriers differ from discipline to discipline. An emphasis on interactions between disciplinary
knowledge and pedagogical knowledge directly contradicts common misconceptions about what teachers need
to know in order to design effective learning environments for their students. The misconceptions are that
teaching consists only of a set of general methods, that a good teacher can teach any subject, or that content
knowledge alone is sufficient. Some teachers are able to teach in ways that involve a variety of disciplines.
However, their ability to do so requires more than a set of general teaching skills. Consider the case of Barb
Johnson, who has been a sixth-grade teacher for 12 years at Monroe Middle School. By conventional
standards Monroe is a good school. Standardized test scores are about average, class size is small, the building
facilities are well maintained, the administrator is a strong instructional leader, and there is little faculty and
staff turnover. What happens in her classroom that gives it the reputation of being the best of the best? During
the first week of school Barb Johnson asks her sixth graders two questions: After the students list their
individual questions, Barb organizes the students into small groups where they share lists and search for
questions they have in common. After much discussion each group comes up with a priority list of questions,
rank-ordering the questions about themselves and those about the world. The students had the opportunity to
seek out information from family members, friends, experts in various fields, on-line computer services, and
books, as well as from the teacher. Sometimes we fall short of our goal. At the end of an investigation, Barb
Johnson works with the students to help them see how their investigations relate to conventional
subject-matter areas. They create a chart on which they tally experiences in language and literacy,
mathematics, science, social studies and history, music, and art. Students often are surprised at how much and
how varied their learning is. It would not work to simply arm new teachers with general strategies that mirror
how she teaches and encourage them to use this approach in their classrooms. Unless they have the relevant
disciplinary knowledge, the teachers and the classes would quickly become lost. At the same time, disciplinary
knowledge without knowledge about how students learn i. In the remainder of this chapter, we present
illustrations and discussions of exemplary teaching in history, mathematics, and science. The three examples
of history, mathematics, and science are designed to convey a sense of the pedagogical knowledge and content
knowledge Shulman, that underlie expert teaching. This view of history is radically different from the way that
historians see their work. Students who think that history is about facts and dates miss exciting opportunities
to understand how history is a discipline that is guided by particular rules of evidence and how particular
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analytical skills can be relevant for understanding events in their lives see Ravitch and Finn, Unfortunately,
many teachers do not present an exciting approach to history, perhaps because they, too, were taught in the
dates-facts method. The study contrasted a group of gifted high school seniors with a group of working
historians. Both groups were given a test of facts about the American Revolution taken from the chapter
review section of a popular United States history textbook. The historians who had backgrounds in American
history knew most of the items, while historians whose specialties lay elsewhere knew only a third of the test
facts. Several students scored higher than some historians on the factual pretest. In addition to the test of facts,
however, the historians and students were presented with a set of historical documents and asked to sort out
competing claims and to formulate reasoned interpretations. The historians excelled at this task. Most
students, on the other hand, were stymied. Despite the volume of historical information the students possessed,
they had little sense of how to use it productively for forming interpretations of events or for reaching
conclusions. Different Views of History by Different Teachers Different views of history affect how teachers
teach history. Consider the different types of feedback that Mr. Kelsey gave a student paper; see Box 7. Barnes
saw the papers as an indication of the bell-shaped distribution of abilities; Ms. Kelsey saw them as
representing the misconception that history is about memorizing a mass of information and recounting a series
of facts. These two teachers had very different ideas about the nature of learning history. Those ideas affected
how they taught and what they wanted their students to achieve. Rather than simply introduce students to sets
of facts to be learned, these teachers help people to understand the problematic nature of historical
interpretation and analysis and to appreciate the relevance of history for their everyday lives. One example of
outstanding history teaching comes from the classroom of Bob Bain, a public school teacher in Beechwood,
Ohio. Historians, he notes, are cursed with an abundance of dataâ€”the traces of the past threaten to
overwhelm them unless they find some way of separating what is important from what is peripheral. The
assumptions that historians hold about significance shape how they write their histories, the data they select,
and the narrative they compose, as well as the larger schemes they bring to organize and periodize the past.
Often these assumptions about historical significance remain unarticulated in the classroom. Bob Bain begins
his ninth-grade high school class by having all the students create a time capsule of what they think are the
most important artifacts from the past. In this way, the students explicitly articulate their underlying
assumptions of what constitutes historical significance. At first, students apply the rules rigidly and
algorithmically, with little understanding that just as they made the rules, they can also change them. But as
students become more practiced in plying their judgments of significance, they come to see the rules as tools
for assaying the arguments of different historians, which allows them to begin to understand why historians
disagree. Leinhardt and Greeno , spent 2 years studying a highly accomplished teacher of advanced placement
history in an urban high school in Pittsburgh.
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However, for five months last spring I spent part of a sabbatical working in the long-term forecasting group of
an investment firm. I used a lot of math in those five months. Admittedly, it was mostly a research-type
position, and I gravitated toward the math-heavy problems. Here are some problems I tackled on this job that
required me to use math. We have huge gaps in our set of stock prices because countries change currencies or
come into existence or cease to exist or stocks move in and out of major indexes or name your reason. How do
you calculate a covariance matrix in the presence of missing data? The best solution often results in the matrix
becoming singular. This is a big problem because your model requires you to invert it. Do you try one of the
other solutions to avoid the singular matrix problem and accept the resulting drawbacks, or do you try to "fix"
your matrix somehow? If the latter, what are the best ways to do that? Answering this question required a
great deal of understanding of well, to be honest, learning about numerical issues in linear algebra. How about
the medium term? How do we smooth our short-term predictions into our long-term predictions? To answer
this question for us I had to, among other things, solve a couple of differential equations that resulted from
trying variations on the logistic curve as models. Our model is giving weird, erratic results. Does it have some
fundamental economic flaw? It takes me a couple of days to determine that the answer to this one has to do
with the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix at the core of the model. Linear algebra once again. Are they
random walks of some sort, or do recent values have something to do with slightly less recent values? This
requires time series analysis. The woman sitting next to me is having trouble with her linear regression. But I
did use linear algebra, numerical methods, optimization, statistics, differential equations, and even some
calculus on this job. Maybe they are in the research arm of a company, or maybe they require an advanced
degree, but there are some jobs out there that require a good deal of math.
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Preschool Math Grows Up: From the outside, it might seem like your job is all about fun and games, but
parents of young children know and appreciate how you influence and model positive behaviors, shape
instruction, cultivate optimism and positive attitudes about school and learning, boost self-esteem, and provide
the foundation for their future in school and in the community. Early reading has been a major focus of
education research and instruction for many years; and thankfully, the spotlight has now expanded to include
math. At the same time, the No Child Left Behind Act has led to more rigorous reading and math programs in
early elementary school. Consequently, many preschools are now revising their math programs to prepare
students for the increasing demands of early elementary school math. What do you need to know and do to
help preschoolers learn about math? And, you can learn about new research findings that will enhance your
knowledge about teaching preschool math. Building an effective preschool math program As your school
reviews and retools its math program to meet current requirements, you and your director may want to ensure
your program is aligned with current best practices. Teaching the many aspects of math: Teaching math across
the curriculum rather than as an isolated subject. Blend math concepts into language arts, music, art, and
science projects. Find out if the math program and materials you use are based on peer-reviewed research that
has proven to be effective. Staying on top of best practices in math instruction Keeping up with best practices
in preschool math requirements can be a challenge for preschool teachers. The right support can improve your
comfort level, confidence â€” and the quality of your teaching. You can also keep up with best practices by:
Talking to other teachers and finding out what works for them; swapping ideas and lesson plans with each
other; Reviewing the curriculum, then creating and expanding activities to teach and practice key concepts and
skills; Checking with the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics for advice on about effective preschool
math materials and teaching methods. Do you lack confidence in your own math ability? If this sounds like
you, take heart: For example, can the child: Complete a geometric pattern or math pattern? Identify colors and
shapes, numbers, and quantity? Place numbers in the correct order, such as smallest to largest? Compare
objects based on size, shape, length, etc.? Because math is a multi-faceted subject, a child may be strong in
some areas but have difficulty with others. In that respect, learning math is much like learning to read. Once
you know where a child stands, play to his or her strengths while addressing the areas in which he or she
struggles. While this can make screening for math disabilities and delays tricky, you may want to seek help
and support if a child: Has difficulty with simple counting. Dislikes and avoids activities and games that
involve numbers and counting. Research has revealed cultural differences in when â€” and how â€” children
are exposed to early math concepts at home. Children who live in poverty are often at risk for poor math
achievement and for low academic achievement in general. Look for ways to provide rich math experiences
for children and to engage their parents as partners by sharing with them the math concepts your child is
learning at school and encouraging them to reinforce that learning at home. Activities to help preschoolers
gain math literacy What do we know about preschool students and math? You already know that preschoolers
love to learn by doing â€” engaging their minds, connecting with their senses, and tapping into their
enthusiasm. Research reinforces the value of letting them learn about math through hands-on games and
activities they enjoy. One surprising research finding is that, while young children appear to learn to read best
by mastering skills in an orderly, linear fashion e. In fact, some children seem to be able to understand and
engage in certain math activities without first having mastered other, simpler counting and math-related tasks.
Learn more about these research discoveries and insights. Below are some suggested activities to help young
children learn and practice each of the core aspects of early math.
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These tests are instrumental for positions in fields like accounting where math is required to serve clients or
the employer. To pass an employment math test, you have to properly review and get some basic information
from your potential employer about the test content. Ask your potential employer outright what kind of math
will be on the employment math exam. For example, if you are going for an architecture job, you may need
more algebra than someone who is applying for a retail clerk position. Be specific when you inquire and try to
get percentages of the different content. Get some math resources from your local bookstore or library.
Refresh your basic math skills such as working with multiplication or percentages, estimating and reading
tables. These are the math skills that are the foundation for other math-related tasks. Read all the instructions
for the entire test before you do any problems. Do the simplest problems first. Then move on to harder ones.
Try to finish problems you can see easily relate to job functions you would perform, regardless of their level.
Estimate as you work so you quickly can check whether your final answer is close. Double check your work
only when you have completed as many questions as you can. If you double check as you go, you may not get
through all the test, which can drastically lower your score, even if everything you did is correct. Tips Check
with your potential employer about the use of calculators on the test. If you are allowed to bring a calculator,
program in a few notes with some basic formulas you may need to remember. References Job Application and
Interview Advice: She has been published in both print and Web publications and has written on everything
from fly fishing to parenting. She currently works through her business website, Takingdictation.
Chapter 9 : - Mathematical Technicians
The uses of math for the layperson are essentially endless. No matter whether you are a struggling student, a
homeowner, or someone simply trying to lose weight, math is the universal language that has an something to offer
everyone.
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